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Is this article for you? Yes if: you already have encounter situations in 

which sincerity/directness/politeness are an issue and have been thinking 

about this. The main goal of this article is how to come across as sincere 

(and why some sincere people fail to come across as sincere). 

 

It is not about the word. As so often, a rational (attempt for an) 

analysis of a feeling or personality trait is hampered by the ambiguity of 

words. Rather than analysing the word ‘sincere’ I will look into: 

Manipulating others with their best interests at heart (and the closest 

word I could find was sincerity… which wasn’t very close… damn 

language!). For now I will call (redefine) manipulating others with their 

best interest at heart ‘insincere’ and doing no manipulation at all sincere. 

(and define manipulating as: saying things other than the complete truth 

in order to achieve a goal in a way the receiver usually isn’t privy to). 

 

Why would you be insincere? Why not say everything straight? Well, 

for one, you might want to make someone happy (“you were amazing 

darling!”, “no nothing is wrong with mommy, just go out and play 

darling”), keep their self-esteem up (“no, you don’t look fat in those 

pants”), improve the bond with that person (“oh yes, I love playing 

poker! Let’s go!”, “oh no, I don’t mind. Go ahead”, “yeah, we definitely 

should hang out sometime”). Even not telling someone you cheated on 

them might have a good intention behind it. Extending the definition of 

insincerity to include manipulating others without ill intentions will give 

even more reasons: it might be a habit (you could be so used to giving 

compliments that you keep giving them even when you don’t really 

mean them), it might be to keep your own self-esteem up (“yeah, this 

one time, I was rock climbing with Brad Pitt…”) or to be liked (“I think 

it is soo sad what happened to Jeannie, we really should do something”), 

or it could be a result of implicit/explicit real/imaginary formal/social 

rules (“no, of course we don’t talk behind your back!”, “It is soo good to 

see you!”), you might aim to convince someone of something (“no, it 

isn’t scary at all, I know you can do it!”, “What is a good reason to do 

this?”) and finally it might just be scary to be sincere (risk-aversion, 

what will happen?) 

 

What is the problem with insincerity? From the examples above it 

should be pretty clear that (my definition of) insincerity comes really 

closes to being tactful (respectful/kindness). And I therefore believe 

there is really isn’t a problem with insincerity in general. It becomes a 

problem when you are dealing with a socially strong, hierarchically 

similar, person who is actively looking for the truth. Since they are 

socially strong they will listen to your intention behind what you are 

saying by correcting for the reasons listed above. The result is that your 

manipulation will no longer work (“Oh I think I do look fat in this dress, 

but she just doesn’t want to tell me”), and will only lead to frustration 
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with you (since that person is looking for the truth). That person will 

often feel you are being intransparent and indirect (or… insincere ) 

and might not even believe your honest compliment anymore! 

 

So, how to be sincere? I have 3 suggestions: i. let it depend on the 

person/situation (socially stronger, hierarchically more similar, person 

more eager to learn the truth, more important point, more sincere/direct 

person -> more sincere) , ii. a fail-safe way to do this is to drop small 

hints… people will only catch on to the hints if they are socially strong 

and are actively looking for the truth, if they pursue the small hints or 

insist: be more direct, iii. show the person you are talking with you 

aren’t overly concerned by the reasons why some people become 

insincere (see “why would you be insincere?”): show them you don’t 

care about rules (be weird?), give your opinion, show vulnerability, 

answer straight questions straight, don’t be overly sensitive about their 

ego (tease them), personalize your interaction etc. A couple of examples:  

(“pretty good darling, I think the first part was slightly better, but 

whatever, I love you anyway”) (“pff poker, so dull! Let’s go fishing 

instead”) (“well, I did like the other dress better”) (“Honestly? I kind of 

suck at rock climbing… I really like doing it but I’m sure you’ll say I 

look silly when you see me do it”) (“yeah, actually we do talk about 

your back… everyone’s back actually, it isn’t really nice I guess but it is 

important to…”) (“yeah, it will be scary, but I think you will be really 

happy after you have done it”) (“Let’s go for a walk while we discuss 

this”) (“okay, now do the same but stand on the table with 1 hand above 

your head”). 

 

Summary 
The least tactical thing you can do is being tactful all the time. You’re 

just trading short time benefit at the expense of a decline in trust, rapport 

and reputation for sincerity in the long run. Being sincere is all about 

finding the right moments for tact/kindness (and similar things) and the 

right moments to show that you do not overly care for tact.  

 

Feedback 
Any ideas on how to deal with new concepts which are related to words 

but don’t really fit any of them are really welcome! Other ideas as well: 

feedback@elivian.nl 

  


